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Abstract: Firaq Gorakhpuri belongs to no tradition but the way he shaped Urdu poetry can be called a Firaqian tradition. “Words and 

phrases drawn from an immense variety of sources acquire a semantic homogeneity in the emergent revolution of meaning in his 

poetry. Words of Sanskrit origin and flavour happily become semantic coordinates and complements of stock Persianized diction of 

Urdu Poetry” (Hasan 272). The most important quality of poetry is that there should be a deep relationship between the poet and the 

subject of his poem. This quality is clearly visible in the ghazals of Firaq. He feels deeply for a thing and then he turns that thing into 

a piece of art for example let it be the problem of workers, the debate of language or the chaos of partition. This paper will locate 

Firaq’s ghazals in relation to the  progressive movement which influenced his consciousness  
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Raghupati Sahay (1896 – 1982), also known by his pen name Firaq Gorakhpuri was an Indian writer, critic and one of the most prolific 

poets of his time and a professor of English at Allahabad University. Firaq was also a member of the Progressive Writers’ Association. 

Firaq enabled urdu ghazal’s creative tradition to imbibe modern sensibility of the contemporary world” (Ali). When Urdu poets were 

following the traditional themes, the traditional way of writing ghazals, in Firaq’s ghazal, we encounter a new style and a man who 

thinks about the universe afresh and engages the issues of modern thought. In a way, it can be said that he challenged the poetry of 

his time. Firaq does not leave anything unsaid, his couplets are always easy to understand. The language Firaq employs is often 

straightforward and suggestive. His ideas are based on sound logic and appeal to the common sense of an ordinary human being and 

conform to his way of thinking. His ghazals give hope to the hopeless and encourage the people. His ghazals are not completely a cry 

of a lovelorn heart but a narrative of victimization, destruction, chaos and loss. In his ghazals, he writes about the serious issues of 

society and turns them into a piece of art. He touches the tragedy and transforms it into rhythm and lyric. He portrays the real world 

and the harsh reality of life. “His ghazals are associated with a new thought; new thinking and they are strongly attached to human 

life” (Narang 397). This paper will locate Firaq’s ghazals in relation to the progressive movement which influenced his consciousness. 

Speaking on the style of Firaq's writing, poet Mohammad Husain Qayal said: "Firaq was an institution in himself. He had command 

over Urdu, Persian, Hindi and English. He was a great poet but a loner as his personal grief is reflected in his poetries. He had a 

troubled married life and his children also died. "His ghazals are a celebration of life. His short temper nature was his biggest weakness, 

but we do not find any flaw or lack in his ghazals. K.Tejaswani writes in her essay “The Road Less Trodden – Firaq Gorakhpuri’s 

Poetic Journey” that “Firaq is a rare poetic personality who could direct his disappointment in life into creative channels” Firaq was 

not happy with his life especially with his wife. Firaq’s unhappy relationship with his wife, Kishori Devi, is well known in literary 

circles. His marriage was a disaster, and he expressed his bitterness about it in a poem titled Hindola (the cradle), which he wrote in 

1960. 

“It is inspiring to note that Firaq did not compromise his poetic journey in spite of his grievances against life. The life he led was 
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exemplary and is a message for those who cling to disappointments without making an effort to come out of intricacies in life. 

Acclamations from readers/critics and appreciation from the government of India and literary organizations were regular milestones 

in his poetic journey” (Tejaswani 2). His ghazals are not temporal or spatial but universal.  

Firaq’s poetry engaged the issues of class, caste, gender, religion etc for example the following lines from the nazam “Shiksha main 

gol maal:” Through this ghazal we get to know about his positive attitude. The poet is quite hopeful that there will come a day when 

our society and its people will be free of all prejudices, there will be no ill wills against anyone and will live together. Through this 

ghazal, he is encouraging us to get over off all those things which become hinder in our progress. The poet says: 

Zaat paat ka bhed mitega Oonch neech ka bhed   mitega 

 Hindu Muslim bhed mitega Brahmin Shudra brabar honge  

Aurat Mard barabar honge 

Chote bare barabar honge (Gorakhpuri 168). 

 

There will be no castism and no difference between upper and lower caste people  

Hindu and Muslim will be together 

Shudras will not be looked down by Brahmins  

There will be no gender discrimination 

Rich and poor will be treated equally (Translation: Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra) 

 

In the following lines he is pointing at the revolutionary significance of the working class, it also shows Marxist influence on him 

and his style of writing ghazals. He believes in absolute equality. His focus is on the sufferings of the working class and the 

importance of the working class in society. He will be remembered for bringing in the common man, the working-class people into 

his ghazals. He openly criticises the oppressive nature of traditional and social institutions. His ghazals do not portray working-class 

people as someone who are poor and powerless but someone who has power and who can change the very structure of society. This 

ghazal is like an anthem of working-class people, it gives courage and inspiration. Firaq says: 

 

Koi din ki baat hai sathi 

Mazdoor ab majboor nahi hai 

Jab ho zamin per apni Khudayi 

Sathi woh din door nahi hai (Gorakhpuri 203). 

 

O Friends: wait for some time 

We - the labourers are no more helpless and powerless  

The day when we will rule this world 

Is not very far friends (Translation: Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra). 

 

Another poem ‘Dharti Ki Karwat’ which is a Nazam also echoes the voice of protest from the working-class people. Firaq says: 

Brahmin raj se badh kar hoga Hindu raj se badh kar hoga Muslim raj se badh kar hoga 

Mehnat karne walon ka raj (Gorakhpuri 164). 

 

Superior to the priestly rule Superior to the Hindu rule 

Superior to the Muslim rule 

Will be the rule of the working class (Hasan 110). 

 

This is Firaq’s style which sets him apart from other writers; he is giving voice to the voiceless or we can say the voices which are 

not deliberately heard by our system. He is speaking for working-class people; he is speaking on behalf of them, he is speaking in 

such a way as if he is also one of them and as if he has also experienced the injustices done to them. The care and concerns of the 

world are the dominant themes of Firaq’s Progressive Shayri. Firaq gives voice to human pain, sufferings, disappointments, and 

frustrations in such a way that one can hear in his poems the echo of one’s own heart. 

In his ghazals, he addresses the youth because youth is a symbol of courage and daring, burning zest, boundless passion and eternal 

restlessness to do something and make this world a better place to live in. In the following couplet, Firaq urges the country’s youth to 

rise, to progress and to change the country into a better place, he urges youth to chase the ideals. Firaq writes: 

 

Na apne aap badli hai na apne aap badlegi 

Yeh duniya hai to duniya ko badal de dekhta kya hai (Gorakhpuri 295). 

 

World has never changed and nor it will  on its own 

What are you waiting for? Get up and bring the Change (Translation:Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra) 

 

The following couplet shows Firaq’s hope for a better future, his firm belief that darkness is on the run and freedom is dawning. The 

couplet shows the glowing flame of hope which is prophesying the inevitable end of imperialism, feudalism or all the wrong things 

and symbolizing the immortality of life and humanity, the couplet is: 

Abhi to is jahan main maut hi ka daur hai 

Abhi to jis ko zindagi kahain woh cheez aur hai (Gorakhpuri 243). 

 

Currently our world is full of chaos and destruction 

The life we are leading is not life, life is something different (Translation: Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra). 
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The following couplet also shows Firaq’s hope for a bright morning and end of darkness. Hope for a better tomorrow and bright 

morning is the theme to which he reverts again and again in his poems. The theme of a new dawn, a bright morning, a better future 

has been an important theme in the ghazals of Faiz and other progressive writers also. Firaq writes: 

Desh Desh main duniya bhar main Tod rahi hai dam tariki 

Surkh sawera hone ko hai (Gorakhpuri 204). 

 

Everywhere in the nation and in the world Darkness is disappearing 

And a bright morning is going to appear (Translation: Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra). 

 

Like other progressive writers, Firaq also tried his pen on the issues of religion. He criticized religious divides badly in his poetry. For 

him, humanity is the first and most important religion. Firaq writes: 

Awwal aur aakhri payam e Tehzeeb 

Insaan ko insaan hai hote jana (Gorakhpuri 287). 

Civilization has just one aim 

To humanise our minds and hearts (Kanda 261). 

 

One finds the same criticism of religious divides echoing in the following lines by Sahir Ludhianvi who was also a progressive writer: 

 

Tu Hindu banega na Musalaman Banega 

Insan ki aulad hai insane banega. 

 

You will neither become a Hindu nor a Muslim 

You are a child of humans and you will be a human being (Manwani 5). 

 

These lines show his bitterness for the chaos that arose after the partition. The following couplet shows the confusion of identity 

among people after partition. Firaq says: 

 

Ab na tum who rahe na hum who rahe 

Itefaqaat hain zamaney ke. 

 

Both you and I have changed a lot, 

Such are the accidents of life (Kanda 14). 

 

Firaq does not leave anything unsaid which is a plus point and which makes his ghazals easy to understand. His ghazals are simple 

and colourful; one finds colours and richness of Hindustani Tehzeeb or Indian Culture in his ghazals. Indian culture and tradition took 

possession of his imagination. He rooted himself in his own soil though he was inspired by English literature. The language Firaq 

employs is often straightforward and suggestive his ideas are based on sound logic and appeal to the common sense of a common man 

and conform to his way of thinking. Firaq establishes an immediate rapport with common man who is at the centre of his Progressive 

ghazals, he describes each and every situation of a common man’s life in his ghazals. Many of his couplets are aphoristic in nature; 

they contain the general truth of life. His ghazals are born of the rich and varied experiences of life. Firaq has candidness, he hates 

hypocrisy, and he is always frank, straightforward and sincere. Firaq does not lose or miss the poetic art even when he is writing about 

the powerful issues like nationalism, partition, equality, justice etc. Firaq’s language and the symbols and images that he uses in his 

poems are those which affect our life and are part of our daily existence. His poems have an element of universality. He is the 

spokesman of common man, he is someone who has courage and speaks on behalf of all mankind. As a Progressive poet he was 

interested in the political and social and cultural issues of the day which is very much present in his progressive shayri. 

Firaq’s ghazals about life rather about the uncertainty or mystery of life are suggestive of the sufferings of life that must  be endured 

till death puts an end to them. For him at times death becomes a healer that ends all sufferings and pain and where all struggles of life 

come to an end and all contradictions of life are resolved. For example his famous couplet: 

 

Maut ka kuch ilaj ho shayad 

Zindagi ka koi ilaj nahi. 

 

Death, perhaps may have a cure,  

But incurable is life (Kanda 131). 

 

Aadmiyon se bhari hai yeh bhari duniya magar 

Aadmi ko aadmi hota nahi hai dastyaab  (Gorakhpuri 92). 

This world is full of people 

But in the time of need one finds none (Translation:Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra). 

 

In the above lines Firaq’s focus is on the selfish nature of human beings. He says that this world is full of people but you will not find 

one in the time of need. These lines also represent one of the motives of the Progressive Movement which asked the people to come 

together to fight against the injustices done to them. 
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Kabhi socha bhi hai ae nazm e kohna ke khudawandon 

Tumhara hashr kya hoga joy yeh aalam kabhi badla - (Gorakhpuri 19). 

 

Has it ever occurred to you, you folks of a bygone order 

What your predicament will be, if this world ever changed (Hasan 80) 

 

There is satire in the above lines. He is criticizing the higher authorities of society or the system. When people have power in their 

hands they try to do whatever they feel like doing and Firaq is addressing the same people in these lines. 

As a poet of the ghazal, Firaq stands foremost among modern writers. His poetry and personality were nurtured by several diverse 

influences. He was thoroughly familiar with the Urdu poetic tradition, and was especially impressed by the poetry of Mir and Momin. 

He was also influenced by English poetry, in particular by the poetry and poetics of the romantics. One major distinction of Firaq’s 

verse is his creative use of Hindi words thanks to his intimate knowledge of the Hindi language and literature, which added a new 

colour to Urdu poetry. The Indian culture and the spirit of Indian civilization are available in his ghazals. “He prided in representing 

the Aryan mind in Urdu and made the Ghazal reflect Indianness. His verse echoed the finest shades of Indian culture, ancient, medieval 

and modern” (Narang 14). 

“In the words of Dr. Gopi Chand Narang “Firaq introduced a new tenderness and new intimacy to Urdu lyric poetry. His sensuousness 

reminds one of Sanskrit literature. Obviously, he has been influenced by Indian classical literature and the theory of Rasa, and one 

can make a stray of the parallels between the two. He seems to have the mind of modern man but the heart of an ancient Aryan, and 

he has separately said that he wanted to make his poetry the voice of the very soul of India. Under the impact of his verse, Urdu poetry 

gradually became more conscious of its    Indian heritage.    Firaq was a    great advocate of Khari Boli Hindustani, which forms the 

common base for both Hindi and Urdu.” His compositions were a great source of inspiration and gave a new direction to urdu 

literature. He epitomized the highest form of patriotism, steadfastness and intellectual reliance” (Khanna 2). 

On one hand Firaq wrote ghazals which celebrate love one the other hand he wrote ghazals which are a celebration of life. For example 

the following couplets from the ghazal “Yeh maana zindagi hai chaar din ki” (Gorakhpuri 72). 

 

Yeh maana zindagi hai char din ki  

Boht hote hain yaaron chaar din bhi 

 Khuda ko pa gaya waiz magar hai  

Zaroorat aadmi ko aadmi ki. 

Life has four days, agreed!  

But four days are sufficient, 

You might have reached to God 

but at the end a man needs a man (Translation: Dr. Zakia, Dr. Alizehra) 

 

In this ghazal Firaq focuses on the importance of life. This ghazal is a celebration of life. He says that life may be of four days but 

four days are more than enough to live the life, to achieve the dreams, to do something good for the people of society. Firaq is trying 

to suggest that when one decides to do something and works towards it the accomplishment of the goal becomes easy because more 

than time, passion is required to do a thing or achieve a dream. 

In the second couplet, Firaq emphasises the role of relations between people. He says that a man always needs man; a man can help a 

man. No matter how much rich, a perfect, self-sufficient one is, at some point of time he will need a man to help him. Through these 

lines he is trying to spread the message of brotherhood and humanity among people. For Firaq reaching to God is not a success, but 

for him real success lies in winning the hearts of the people and helping the people. This ghazal briefly portrays the decadence in 

Indian society. 

Though Firaq is remembered today for his romantic ghazals (Ishqiya Shayri), his ghazals also reflect and represent his passionate 

love for his country and his goal of total freedom from British rule. According to Rakshanda Jalil as stated in her book Liking Progress 

Loving Change Firaq Gorakhpuri was a non-political poet but his influence on Progressive Poetry is profound (408). 
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